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Does a high rate of inflation improve the profit situation of business
enterprises? Or to put it the other way around, do rising profits con-
tribute to inflation? Although the experience of individual industries
will differ, the record for business enterprise as a whole suggests that
the answer to both these questions is no. Indeed, profit margins dur-
ing the past twenty years have, on balance, acted more as an offset-
ting than as an intensifying factor with respect to inflation. Profit
margins were higher, on the whole, when the rate of inflation was
low and lower when the rate of inflation was high.
The record since 1948 is in Figure 17-1, based upon figures pub-
lished by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The top line in the figure
shows the rate of change in the consumer price index during succes-
sive six month intervals, after adjustment for seasonal variation. This
is the basis for the monthly chronology of the rate of inflation,
marked off by vertical lines representing peak rates and trough
rates.' The next line is the rate of change in the CPI over four-quar-
ter intervals. Both rates are centered in the middle of the interval to
which they pertain, and on this basis they show similar movements,
although the quarterly series is smoother. The next pair of lines per-
tamto the rates of change in prices and i.n profits per unit of output
for all nonfinancial corporations, also expressed as rates of change
over four-quarter intervals. Corporate prices, it will be seen, are
closely related to consumer prices. The consumer, by and large, pays
what the corporations charge.2








































Note: VerticalLines are peaks (P) and troughs (T) in Inflation Chronology (consumer price, its
six-month change). Rates are centered in middle of period covered. sho
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Duringthe Korean War period and for several years thereafter, the
rates of change in corporate profits per unit of output were, on the
whole, positively related to the rates of change in corporate prices.
But since 1955 or so an inverse tendency has developed. In 1972, for
example, when corporate prices were rising at a modest 3 percent
annual rate, profits per unit of output rose at an 18 percent clip. By
1974, when the rate of increase in corporate prices reached 13 per-
cent, unit profits were falling at a 29 percent annual rate. In the
following year, when the inflation rate dropped to 8 percent, profits
per unit of output rose at a phenomenal 67 percent rate.
Table 17-1 shows the rates of change in unit profits when corpo-
rate prices were rising most rapidly and when they were rising least
rapidly or falling. The first swing in prices, 1949 to 1951 to 1953,
was accompanied by a similar swing in unit profits. Since then, prof-
its have swung in the opposite direction to prices, declining when
prices were rising most rapidly, rising when prices were rising least
rapidly. In general, the fluctuations in profits, both up and down,
are far wider than in prices: the scale for profits in Figure 17—1 is
eight times as large as the scale for prices. The profit line and the
price line have not always moved in the opposite direction by any
means, but in recent years the tendency has been that way. High
rates of inflation have not been good for profits.3
In view of the close relation, mentioned above, between corporate
prices and consumer prices, the relations between corporate profits
and corporate prices carry over to consumer prices (see Table 17—1).
That is, the highest rates of increase in consumer prices have been
associated in recent years with low rates of increase (or a decline) in
corporate profits per unit of output and vice versa.4
How does this come about? To make sense of it, one has to look
at the behavior of costs of production and at the changing relation-
ship between costs and prices during the course of the business cycle.
Costs and prices in the economy as a whole have a peculiar, yet char-
acteristic, relationship during the business cycle. During a business
expansion the rate of increase in prices generally rises and so does the
rate of increase in costs—labor costs as well as other costs. But the
cost curve rises faster. Whereas at the beginning of an expansion prices
are typically rising faster than costs, at the end costs are typically ris-
ing faster than prices. Somewhere around the middle of an expansion
costs per unit of output rise at about the same rate as prices, but
from there on costs rise faster than prices, putting a squeeze on prof-
Ice. itseven though prices may still. be rising faster than before. The up-
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lessrapidly, or even declining, at the end of a business expansion—
the peak of prosperity—than at the beginning, even though prices
are rising faster at the end than at the beginning.
NOTESTO CHAPTER 17
1.SeeChapter 11for a discussion of this chronology and Appendix Table
A- 5 for the dates.
2. This is not strictly correct. Forone thing, many things that corporations
sell arenot sold to consumers. They may sell machinery to other corporations,
to the government, or to buyers in other countries, for example. Also, consum-
ers buysomeproducts or services from noncorporate sources. Butthe prices
paid by consumers, overall, are very closely correlated with the prices received
by corporations. The correlation coefficient (r), 1948—1977, based upon four-
quarter changes, is+0.90.
3.The correlation coefficients (r) between the four-quarter changes in cor-
porate prices and unit profits are: 1948—1954, +0.40; 1955—1977, —0.07.
Neitherof these coefficients are statistically significant, which means that by
this test the data do not refute the hypothesis that there is no relation between
the rates of change in unit profits and prices. It is clear, however, that since 1955
the relation has not been positive. It should be noted that because both the unit
profits and the price (implicit price deflator) indexes are obtained by dividing
dollar aggregates by an index of output, errors in the latter tend to produce a
spurious positive correlation between unit profits and prices, in which case an
observed inverse correlation would be understated (cf. n. 4, below).
4. The correlation coefficients (r)betweenthe four-quarter changes in con-
sumer prices and unit profits are: 1948—1954, +0.26; 1955—1977, —0.15. Since
the CPI is statistically independent of unit profits, the influence of spurious posi-
tive correlation is not present in these coefficients (ci. n. 3), which may explain
why the positive coefficient before 1955 is smaller and the negative coefficient
after 1955 is larger than when the corporate price series is used. Neither of them,
however,refute the hypothesis that the true correlation is zero.mu
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